Towables Ratings Report and Price for:

Report for: 2017
Length: ranges from 33 to 48 feet
Type: Fifth Wheel with a FW Hitch

RELIABILITY ★★★★★  88
VALUE ★★★★★  92
GENERAL SAFETY ★★★★★  93

Of the 6800 rating surveys/comments submitted, the number of ratings for this manufacturer is: 79

USE AND HIGHWAY SAFETY ADVISORY:

Based upon the standard equipment installed by the manufacturer, such as the following:
- window venting, such as torque (jalouise) windows in the galley and sleeping areas;
- venting in the bathroom and galley areas;
- shower stall walls for repelling water without moisture accumulation;
- sturdiness and water tightness of shower / tub;
- ability of shower enclosure to keep bath water from spilling on floor;
- the type and thickness of walls and wall framing;
- the type and quality of floor, ceiling, and wall insulation;
- reputation for livability;
this [ ] towable at a median length of 41 feet should be adequate for:
full-time live-in activities with extensive housekeeping.

The comfort zone for live-in use of this brand is a temperature range of 10-90 degrees Fahrenheit.

Highway safety risk (control, accident, bodily injury) for this type of this trailer with a FW Hitch when it is in excellent condition, carefully balanced, has a good wheelbase (back-of-ball ratio), and properly hitched to a matched tow vehicle is:

○ unsafe  ○ high risk  ○ cautionary  ○ reasonably safe  ○ generally safe

Highway safety risk for this trailer when it is not carefully balanced or properly hitched is:

○ unsafe  ○ high risk  ○ cautionary  ○ reasonably safe  ○ generally safe

When the hitch weight of this trailer with a FW Hitch is below 15% of the gross weight, the safety of the occupants of the towing vehicle is considered:

○ unsafe  ○ high risk  ○ cautionary  ○ reasonably safe  ○ generally safe

PRICE ADVISORY:
The average price paid for this brand / series when new is 100% of the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP). For budgetary purposes only, the average list price of this brand and series when new has an estimated price range of $180000 to $254000. To get a estimated price for a specific model, you may check with NADA at NADA.com, but the only way to get a price for “dealing” on a specific vehicle is to refer to the MSRP sheet -- which should be available at all [ ] or through the manufacturer.
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